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"Lie down!" Leon shouted coldly.

He took advantage of his incredible speed under Phantom Steps to quickly catch up to the Fifth Guardian. The Earthly Plunder

viciously struck at the Fifth Guardian's chest!

"No!"

The Fifth Guardian immediately panicked.

He wanted to avoid the attack, but Leon was far quicker than he was. No matter how hard he tried, he failed to escape Leon's

attack!

Without a choice, he was forced to strike out at Leon’s attack, trying to block it!

Bang!

With a violent clash, Leon's Earthly Plunder broke through the Fifth Guardian's true energy and defenses, and the remaining

energy slammed into the Fifth Guardian's chest!

The Fifth Guardian flew a few meters away after being struck, slamming right into the black car behind him before slumping onto

the ground!

After that, he felt an intense pain in his chest. He could not stop himself from spitting out two mouthfuls of blood, clearly

sustaining internal injuries just like the Sixth Guardian.

"The Fifth Guardian has been defeated by Leon too? H-how is this possible!?"

Looking at the scene, both the Third and Sixth Guardian were completely shocked!

The Third Guardian in particular already found out from the Hiltons that Leon's true power was not at that high of a level. He was

just using a peak Emperor State or Semi Almighty State protective treasure. That was how he managed to beat Rodney!

So, he looked down on Leon the whole time, never regarding Leon as a threat!

Yet, he never would have dreamed that Leon would not just defeat the Sixth Guardian, who was at the Semi Almighty State, but

even the Fifth Guardian, who was stronger than the former!

It was just unbelievable!

If Leon's first victory was just luck, the second could not be the same case!

Leon could beat both the Sixth and Fifth Guardian, so there was only one possibility!

Leon was not as weak as they thought. Otherwise, Leon could not have used a single defensive treasure that was at the peak

Emperor State or the Semi Almighty State to defeat and heavily injure both the Fifth and Sixth Guardians!

With that in mind, whether it was the Third Guardian or the Fifth and Sixth Guardian, all three of them suddenly realized

something!

Leon might have been far stronger than they imagined!

It was just that the three of them looked down on and underestimated Leon's skill!

That was what caused the Sixth and Fifth Guardians to fall to Leon!

"Fifth Guardian, you're dead now!"

Taking advantage of the situation, Leon shot forward, preparing to deal with the Fifth Guardian with one attack!

"This isn't good!" The Fifth Guardian was stunned.

He was heavily injured by Leon. He was sprawled out on the floor, not even having the ability to get up!

There was no way he would have the strength to avoid Leon's attack, and he was forced to look on as Leon's attack descended

upon him.

"Brat, don't be so arrogant!"

At that moment, the Sixth Guardian already recovered a little after some rest.

Looking at Leon preparing to finish the Fifth Guardian off, he reacted very quickly, striking out with incredible power at Leon's

back!

He planned on trying to make Leon give up on his attack!
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